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ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN COMETARY DUST : TBEIR CHEMICAL SYSTEMTICS 
USING SIMILARITY OF MOLECULAR GRAPHS. Bruno Lang and Tomasz Grochowskis 
Warsaw University, Department of Chemistry, Zwirki i Wigury 101, 
02-089 Warsaw, Poland. 

Introduction. During the flyby missions of the Vega/Giotto spacecraft to 
the comet P/Halley (in 1986) Kissel and coworkers succeeded in accumulating 
mass spectra of organic compounds inherent in the CHON dust particles [I-61. 
The interpretation of these spectra, obtained in - s i tu  with PUMA/F'IA time-sf- 
flight mass spectrometers led to specification of 35 distinct organic 
molecules [2-41. Unfortunately, the applied procedure of interpretation was 
unable to eliminate a pronounced varying uncertainty of identification of 
chemical species - mentioned only but not reported in detail [2, 31 . However, 
having ik mind out- attempt to elaborate a reasonable approach to the 
diversity of the obtained chemical information we decided to ignore the 
possible inadequacies in the interpretation of the mass spectra. 

Chemical information and cometary cosmogony. Going from atoms, simple 
ions, free radicals and molecular fragments to larger, heavier and more 
complex molecular individuals, particularly to molecules of organic 
compounds, the volume of the available chemical information is rising and so 
the cosmogonic importance of the latter. Accordingly each detected cometary 
molecule, covered by appriopriate chemical literature, can be related not 
only to definite physical and chemical factors explaining its observed 
occurrence but also to events possibly responsible for its synthesis. The 
occurrence of various molecules in cometary dust implicates consideration of 
their chemical similarity inherited from possibly similar or cornon chemical 
evolution. With such a viewpoint we are looking for advanced cometary 
chemical cosmogony [cf., 7-91 which is far ahead of our present very 
preliminary effort. 

Preliminary simplified chemical systematics. In terms of the cited 
original specification of organic compounds in cometary dust particles we 
followed the division of the 35 molecular species into 4 sets according to 
their elemental composition [2, 3) : I - C,H; I1 - C,H,O; III - C,H,N; 
IV - C,H,O,N. Taking into account the characteristic functional groups and 
features of the molecular structure (cyclicity, aromaticity) apart from 
elemental composition we arrived at 13 subsets - all specified in Table 1. 
This table illustrates the diversity of the available chemical information 
against insufficiecy of a simple chemical systematics. 

Towlogical approach to molecular structure. With allowance for both the 
apparent chemical diversity of the organic molecules as discovered in 
cometary dust and the little promising search for any consistent explanation 
of their evolutionary path as required by cosmogonye we focused our attention 
on similarity of the occurring molecular structures. A valuable insight into 
the latter is offered by topological approach. Molecular topology is related 
to chemical structure through molecular graphs where atoms are represented by 
vertices while covalent bonds by edges [see, e.g., 10-131. Having in mind the 
structural similarity problem we followed with minor modification the method 
of Berndon and Bertz (14, 151 and used molecular graph representation of 
chemical structures to give rise to linear coding systems. 

Evaluation of molecular similarity indices. Following [I51 we adopted 
two distinct bases. The first of them refers to connectivity and centrality, 
viewed as branching, while the second one employs the longest path and 
the largest cycle, applied as topological measures. Similarity of any pair of 
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molecules is based on comparison of respective linear notations and counting 
of differences. Numerically it is expressed by unity minus number of 
differences divided by total number of elements in linear notations. 
Similarity matrices are square symmetric matrices composed of similarities of 
paired molecular graphs. We normalized maximum eigenvalue (ME) for similarity 
matrices to obtain values w i t h i n  (0,l) range : NME x (ME - l)/(matrix 
dimension - 1). The indices of molecular similarity for sets and subsets as 
tabulated in Table 1 are given in Table 2. 

- Table 1 
Organic compounds in dust from comet P/Halley : definition and specification 

of sets and subsets (Subset numbers in parentheses). 
Elemental Set Subsets-clef ined by distinct functional group 
composition - and/or molecular structure . 
C,H I (1)H-CEC-; (2)double l$C=CH-; (3)cyclic -HC=CH-; (4)aromatic; 
C,H,O 11 (5)-CHO;(6)-COOH; 
C,H,N 111 (7)-Cm~;(8)-CH=NH;(9)mono-, di-cyclic, aromatic, non- 

aromatic; (10)-q ,-CH=NH,-CH=CH ; 
C,H,O,N IV (11)-C=~.-08; (12)aromatic. >c=o; (~~)-CH=NH,-COH, =C=NB: 

Table 2 
Molecular similarity indices (Normalized maximum eigenvalues) 

Sets, Subsets 
I - C,H 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

11 - C,Ii,O 
(5) 
(6) 

111- C,H,N 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 

IV - C,H,O,N 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 

Branching 
0.756 
0.828 
0.783 
0.797 
0.897 
0.709 
0.636 
0.710 
0.792 
0.726 
0.636 
0.816 
0.767 
0.782 
0.647 
0.835 
0.710 

Maximum path or cycle 
0.816 
0.950 
0.938 
0.897 
0.933 
0.748 
0.750 
0.692 
0.776 
0.823 
0.750 
0.809 
0.833 
0.807 
0.917 
0.818 
0.833 
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